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I’ve been serving as the Director of Innovation and Intellectual Property, Portland State University’s technology transfer office, since 2011, though I’ve been here working to promote the use and increase the impact of a variety of faculty projects since 
2008. One of the best things about my position at PSU is getting 
a bird’s eye view of (and getting to share with others) the amazing 
and intriguing work done by PSU’s faculty and research groups. It’s 
like I get to be a kid on a birthday, asking questions and opening 
presents, and discovering each one has its unique possibilities and 
potential. From clean water technology to climate change modeling 
to a search for archaeological sites, our researchers are so often 
engaged in introducing new ideas, methods, and devices that live 
up to the idea of letting knowledge serve the city, and I get the 
privilege of promoting and bragging about them.
As such, I am pleased to introduce this innovation issue of PSU’s 
research magazine, which showcases just some of the diversity and 
impact of PSU research innovations that “doctrina urbi serviat.”
We have worked with some of these professors and technologies 
to wrap intellectual property protections around their core ideas 
and to find external partners willing to engage in expanding the 
impact of the innovation. Spin-off company SweetSense’s new 
grant will further their work with sensors improving drinking water 
delivery in remote developing countries. The patents filed on our 
water purification technology are helping to attract development 
partners and investors. And PSU licenses for Dr. Mackiewicz’s 
nanostructures are allowing other researchers to explore their use 
in detecting disease and developing novel therapies. These PSU 
innovations carry current and potential impact far beyond the lab 
into the commercial sector, and faculty members are generating 
new ideas every year. 
PSU’s innovations go beyond intellectual property and company 
engagement, however. Drought modeling, new physics curriculum 
for pre-med students, and online training in the use of electron 
microscopes are just a few examples in this issue of technologies 
and materials with a direct impact from inception to publication. 
So much of what our researchers do contributes to new ideas 
and pushing boundaries in a wide variety of fields, and research 
innovations are happening in every corner of the university.
Indeed, it is difficult to have an innovation issue of the research 
magazine and not include most research happening at PSU—the 
very nature of research is to push into the unknown, answering 
questions, uncovering the hidden, and developing new ways to 
solve problems and benefit our world. At the heart of every research 
effort is a sense of curiosity: a desire to know more, guess less and 
build on what has come before. The collective impact of PSU’s 
innovation is a joy to witness, and a pleasure to be a part of. We 
hope this issue provides a small glimpse into the impact PSU is 
generating through research.
Joe Janda 
Director, Innovation and Intellectual Property 
Research & Strategic Partnerships
let knowledge serve innovation
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“Light Scattered by Gold Nanorods.” In this 
image, gold nanorods embedded in a cell-
populated collagen gel scatter light as viewed 
under a darkfield microscope. Credit: USC 
Nanocenter
MEDICAL 
RESEARCHERS FIND 
GOLD AT PORTLAND 
STATE UNIVERSITY
Dr. Marilyn Mackiewicz develops nanostructures used 
by medical researchers exploring new ways to detect 
and treat disease.
By Shaun McGillis
Research Quarterly Review Vol. IV, 2   •   2
In a sunlit lab on the fifth floor of the Science Building at Portland State University, Marilyn Mackiewicz, a bioinorganic, organometallic, and 
nanomaterials chemist, is pulling an 
assortment of small glass bottles from 
drawers and lining them up in a row 
on a counter. All around the room are 
shelves neatly stocked with chemicals, 
an assortment of machinery, and other 
paraphernalia. Spanning the anterior wall 
is the hood, within which a variety of 
distillation apparatus and flasks are stitched 
together with hoses and hang suspended 
in clasps. To the uninitiated, this could be 
any lab, but, in fact, it is in this room that 
scientists are transforming gold and silver 
atoms into the delivery vehicles medical 
researchers in the nascent field of precision 
medicine believe could change the way we 
diagnose and treat diseases.
As Mackiewicz, a non-tenure research 
assistant professor in the Chemistry 
Department at PSU, continues removing 
bottles from various drawers, she explains 
how the undergraduate students she 
mentors, and who volunteer their 
time to staff the lab are responsible for 
most of the synthesis, characterization, 
functionalization, and microscopy 
work involved in the production of the 
nanostructure platform she’s designed. 
Each individually labeled bottle contains a 
liquid that looks as if it has been dyed with 
food coloring. With a flick of her wrist, 
Mackiewicz gives a bottle a twirl to agitate 
the fluid inside.
“This one that looks like red wine has gold 
nanorods in it,” she says. “This one that 
looks like apple juice has silver nanospheres. 
And this one,” raising a bottle of blue liquid 
up to the light, “has silver nanoparticles 
clustered together in the shape of triangles.”
Just a milliliter of this liquid, she explains, 
contains as many as ten thousand 
nanoparticles. It’s those nanoparticles that 
give the liquid in the bottles their distinct 
color. By chemically coaxing gold and silver 
atoms into rods, spheres, and triangles in a 
process called “tuning,” Mackiewicz and her 
students can tailor the optical and electrical 
properties of the nanostructures, which 
changes the wavelengths of visible light they 
reflect and absorb, and therefore the color 
of the liquid. Tuning the nanostructures, 
Mackiewicz notes, is the first step in 
functionalizing these tiny pieces of precious 
metals so medical researchers in search of 
new methods for detecting and treating 
diseases can use them.
“So, this is the place,” Mackiewicz says. 
“This is where we design and build our 
nanostructures.”
• • • •
While the concept of working with 
nanomaterials has been around since the 
late 1950s, it didn’t become possible to 
work with materials at this scale (there 
are 25,400,000 nanometers in an inch) 
until the 1980s, when the introduction 
of new technologies allowed scientists 
and engineers to begin manipulating 
individual atoms for the very first time. 
Since then, nanotechnologies have proven 
useful in a range of applications from clean 
energy to computing to bacteria-resistant 
coatings. Nano has even found its way 
into everyday consumer products such as 
toothpaste, cosmetics, and sunscreen. But 
perhaps the most promising application 
of nanotechnologies are in the fields of 
medicine and medical research, where 
advances in nanoscience are pushing the 
boundaries of diagnostics, drug delivery, 
and our understanding of disease at the 
molecular level.
In the lab, Mackiewicz and her research 
team are designing, shaping, and 
functionalizing nanostructures for 
applications in diagnostic imaging, the 
study of disease processes, and the relatively 
new field of image-guided drug delivery 
(IGDD). IGDD combines the imaging 
capabilities of radiological medicine with 
targeted delivery of therapeutics. In IGDD, 
nanostructures are tagged with imaging 
agents and encased in protective coatings 
to which antibodies, targeting agents, and 
other medically useful molecules can be 
attached. Those nanostructures then hone 
in on specific cell types, such as cancer 
cells, and enter the target cells, where they 
release their payloads of drugs. In contrast 
to chemotherapy, which floods the body 
with drugs, affecting both cancer and 
healthy cells, IGDD promises to deliver 
chemotherapy drugs only to cancer cells, 
leaving healthy cells to go about their 
business unharmed. Meanwhile, attending 
medical personnel can use imaging 
technologies to monitor the nanostructures 
as they travel through the body and deliver 
the accompanying therapeutics.
According to Mackiewicz, some of the 
significant challenges facing scientists 
developing nanoscale drug and imaging 
agent delivery vehicles, as well as for the 
Assistant Research Professor Marilyn Mackiewicz sketches functionalized nanostructures like those 
students in her lab produce for use in medical research at Oregon Health and Science University’s 
Casey Eye Institute and Legacy Devers Eye Institute.
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medical researchers testing them, is that 
nanostructures don’t always go where 
they’re supposed to or behave as their 
designers intended them to in situ. Their 
protective coatings can fail, and they can 
become unstable in complex intracellular 
environments, which can render them 
unreliable, ineffective, and can lead to 
the uneven distribution and uncontrolled 
release of therapeutics, resulting in toxicity.
“For nanostructure platforms to gain FDA 
approval, you need them to be stable. You 
need them to be non-toxic. And you need 
them to do the job they’re designed to do,” 
Mackiewicz says. “Not only that; they have 
to be reliable. They have to work the same 
way every time. Getting all that right in a 
cellular environment is tough to do.”
The patent-pending process Mackiewicz 
has developed addresses many of those 
challenges by adding an extra layer of 
protective coating to the nanostructures 
she creates. The process involves coating 
gold and silver nanostructures in a hybrid, 
bilayer-membrane that enhances their 
overall stability and ability to carry and 
deliver imaging agents, targeting molecules, 
and therapeutics. The lipid-based 
coatings also provide the nanostructures 
a “stealth-like” quality, which helps them 
avoid contact with cells other than those 
they’re designed to target. Mackiewicz 
has been working with PSU’s Office of 
Innovation and Intellectual Property to 
secure IP protection for her innovations 
and to identify new collaborators whose 
research could benefit from the superior 
nanostructures she designs and builds.
“What we did was figure out a better way 
to shield our nanostructures,” Mackiewicz 
says. “And that shield helps protect them 
from interactions with biomolecules that 
typically result in destabilization and the 
rearrangement of the structure’s lipid 
coating, which in turn affects the drugs, 
imaging agents, and targeting molecules 
attached to the lipid coating or the 
nanostructure itself.”
• • • •
The sturdiness and reliability of the 
nanostructures Mackiewicz develops 
have resulted in several partnerships and 
collaborations with researchers up and 
down the Willamette Valley. At Oregon 
State University, Dr. Stacey Harper, a 
nanotoxicologist, has been evaluating 
the safety of Mackiewicz’s nanostructures 
in zebrafish models. Using biochemical 
tests that measure the presence and 
concentration of nanostructures in the cells 
of zebrafish embryos, Harper’s team can 
evaluate the toxic potential of the gold and 
silver nanostructures Mackiewicz makes in 
the lab.
“Engineering Nanoparticles to Improve Human Health.” Credit: Vincent Rotello
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“So far we’re seeing positive results coming 
out of Stacey’s shop,” Mackiewicz said. 
“We have an even distribution of the 
materials within cells. And we’re not 
having issues with toxicity. These are 
critical milestones for nanostructures to 
reach if medical researchers are going to 
use them in vivo.”
Back at PSU, Mackiewicz is in the process 
of building a biosafety lab adjacent to 
her office so that she and her students 
can further study the interactions of 
their nanostructures with living cells. 
Once complete, the lab will allow the 
research team to investigate the ways 
nanostructures with unique architectures 
enter cells, which is critical to a variety of 
tasks such as tagging cells with imaging 
agents to track drug delivery and detecting 
labeled cells with imaging technologies.
Just a short distance from Mackiewicz’s 
lab, at Oregon Health and Science 
University’s (OHSU) Casey Eye Institute, 
researchers are using gold nanorods 
produced by Mackiewicz’s students in 
a study evaluating cell-based therapies 
for diseases of the retina like macular 
degeneration. The researchers, Drs. David 
Huang and Trevor McGill are tagging 
stem cells with gold nanorods tuned with 
specific imaging properties to help them 
track transplanted stem cells to gain a 
better understanding of where the labeled 
cells go and how long they live after 
transplantation.
“We’re working towards developing 
stem-cell-based therapies for macular 
degeneration,” McGill said. “When we 
started our study, we found that the 
nanoparticles we were working with 
couldn’t do the job required of them. So 
we reached out to Marilyn who had these 
gold nanorods with a better coating and an 
imaging agent that did what we wanted. 
At this stage in the study, we’re working 
on demonstrating the efficacy of using 
the nanorods to tag and image stem cells 
transferred from one culture to another. So 
far, we’re getting excellent results. In the 
next phase of the study, we plan to start 
using the tagged cells in animal models.”
• • • •
Back in the lab, Karen Kinnison and Julie 
Reed, both juniors, are beginning the 
process of synthesizing silver, triangular 
nanostructures. Kinnison is part of a 
team working on another of Mackiewicz’s 
collaborations with the Legacy Devers Eye 
Institute in Portland, where researchers 
are using nanostructures to study the 
progression of glaucoma. Kinnison is 
also on the team producing the nanorods 
used by Huang and McGill at OHSU. 
Reed is busy measuring minute amounts 
of the silver nitrate, sodium chlorate, 
and borohydride used to coax the silver 
atoms into triangular plates. Kinnison, 
meanwhile, prepares the hood for 
synthesis. Watching the process, which 
takes roughly twenty minutes from start 
to finish, and appears effortless for these 
two undergraduate students, it’s easy to 
forget the studying, training, and practice 
required to do this kind of work.
“This lab is unique on campus in that it’s 
staffed entirely by undergrad volunteers 
from various programs across PSU,” 
Mackiewicz says as Reed and Kinnison 
go about their work. “I have students 
from the BUILD EXITO program and 
the McNair and LSAMP programs. 
These students blow me away with their 
dedication and hard work. It’s just amazing 
to watch them as they create libraries of 
different nanomaterials.”
When the synthesis is complete, Reed 
removes the tinfoil she’s wrapped around 
the Erlenmeyer flask to protect the 
chemicals inside from interactions with 
light. The mixture, which had been clear, 
is now blue, meaning the process of 
synthesis has been a success. The silver 
atoms have taken their intended triangular 
shapes. At this point, the nanostructures 
are ready to be shielded in their hybrid 
lipid bilayer coating to be used in several 
other collaborative projects. Some 
of the newly designed hybrid silver 
nanomaterials Reed produces will go to 
Stacey Harper’s group at Oregon State. 
There, they’ll undergo testing for toxicity 
and to assure they don’t leach silver ions, 
two benchmarks that must be met before 
other researchers can begin evaluating 
the effect of the nanostructures on the 
environment and human health. Other 
nanostructures the students produce that 
day will go to PSU biology professor Ken 
Stedman’s lab, where Stedman’s group is 
collaborating with Mackiewicz to explore 
the materials’ usefulness as anti-viral 
agents.
“The focus of all the work we’re doing 
in the lab is on developing tools for 
researchers to use in the fight against 
diseases,” Mackiewicz said. “Whether it’s 
macular degeneration, glaucoma, cancer, 
or other diseases, this technology has the 
potential to change the way we approach 
medical sciences and healthcare, which is 
why it’s such an exciting field to be a part 
of.”
Undergraduate student Karen Kinnison is a chemistry major and a member of the Mackiewicz 
Research Group. Kinnison designs robust hybrid lipid-coated nanomaterials for drug delivery 
applications.
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Tap Water May Not Be as Pure as You 
Think It Is, But Portland State Has a 
Solution
PSU physicist Simon Fowler has developed a green technology capable of 
eliminating potentially harmful compounds from water supplies.
By Shaun McGillis
Research Quarterly Review Vol. IV, 2   •   6
When the microscopic parasite 
Cryptosporidium was detected in multiple 
test samples from reservoirs in the Bull Run 
watershed (Portland’s primary source of 
water) earlier this year, it marked the end 
of an agreement between the city and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
The arrangement allowed the Portland Water 
Bureau to provide costumers water not 
treated for the microorganism. As a result 
of the potentially harmful parasite turning 
up in the city’s water supply, the Portland 
City Council recently voted to move forward 
with building a water treatment plant that 
could cost the city as much as $500 million.
For the price tag, you might expect the city’s 
future treatment facility to provide pristine 
water to its nearly one million customers. 
But that would depend on how you define 
“pristine.” The fact is, the Portland Water 
Bureau and thousands of other agencies 
like it around the nation are only required 
to meet standards set by the EPA and state 
agencies where they apply, and those rules do 
not regulate all of the contaminants found in 
water supplies.
According to the Environmental Working 
Group’s Tap Water Database, data from 
nearly 50,000 public water utilities across 
the nation shows that while the water 
we consume is considered safe by federal 
and state regulatory agencies, test samples 
taken from taps often contained as many as 
250 contaminants at levels “authoritative 
scientific studies have found pose health 
risks.”
At Portland State University, Simon 
Fowler, who recently received a Ph.D. in 
physics from PSU, has developed a water 
purification technology that eliminates 
carbon-based compounds including 
pesticides, herbicides, pharmaceuticals, 
hormones, and bacteria, many of which are 
unregulated and often introduced into the 
water supply through human activity.
The invention works by using a process 
called photocatalysis in which interactions 
between light, water, and a titanium 
dioxide catalyst cause oxidation reactions 
that break the chemical bonds which hold 
carbon-based contaminants together. 
While oxidation reactions are common in 
water purification practices, they typically 
require the addition of other chemical 
agents that can be expensive and come with 
a substantial carbon footprint. Fowler’s 
innovative solution eliminates the need for 
such chemicals. Water merely passes through 
a continuous-flow reactor where it comes in 
contact with a specially designed reactor core 
coated with an ultra-thin layer of titanium 
dioxide and photons emitted from a light 
source. The water leaves the reactor free of 
carbon-based contaminants, and the only 
byproduct of the process is carbon dioxide, 
which can be captured and used for other 
purposes.
“The technology works a little like a 
solar cell,” Fowler said. “But, rather than 
converting the energy of photons into 
electricity, the photocatalytic reactor uses 
that energy for oxidation reactions that 
destroy carbon-based compounds in the 
water.”
Fowler’s dissertation research, conducted 
under the direction of Physics and 
Mechanical and Materials Engineering 
professor, Dr. Jun Jiao, focused on 
designing the reactor and its components 
and evaluating and characterizing 
performance aspects of various iterations of 
the technology.
Since completing his dissertation, Fowler 
has shifted his attention to demonstrating 
the commercial viability of the reactor. 
He has engaged with PSU’s Office of 
Innovation and Intellectual Property (IPP), 
which has filed to patent the invention and 
is working to identify potential partners 
who can assist with commercialization. 
Those partners include Oregon BEST 
(Built Environment and Sustainable 
Technologies), a state-sponsored, non-
profit, economic development organization 
that funds and assists innovative cleantech 
projects across the state. BEST recently 
awarded Fowler and Jiao a grant, 
funding from which will support the 
development and performance analysis of 
a scaled-up reactor capable of performing 
under circumstances similar to those in 
commercial applications including pre- and 
post-consumer municipal water treatment 
facilities. (See a video about the project 
here: https://youtu.be/3h8lwozKy-Q).
“What I find rewarding about working 
on projects like this is being able to apply 
my love for physics to addressing complex 
social and environmental issues such as 
improving water quality,” Fowler said. 
“There are issues we need to address as 
a society, and I think there’s real value 
to being able to contribute to finding 
solutions.”
Clean water is a critical resource for society 
and the environment. Water purification 
technologies like those developed by 
Fowler could soon contribute to a healthier 
population and cleaner waterways by 
working in concert with water treatment 
facilities such as the one which the City 
of Portland will soon begin building. As 
a final step in the purification process, 
this technology could remove many of 
the unregulated and potentially harmful 
contaminants that enter into our water 
supply primarily because of human 
activities. Likewise, if used in post-
consumer treatment facilities, it could 
prevent carbon-based compounds like 
pesticides, herbicides, pharmaceuticals, and 
hormones from entering rivers, streams, 
lakes, and oceans.
Dr. Simon Fowler develops water purification technologies in the Jiao Lab at PSU. 
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Rethinking Physics Education for Pre-Health Students
At Portland State University, Professor Ralf Widenhorn is developing an innovative 
curriculum to help students on pre-health tracks get the most out of physics courses.
Several years ago, Portland State University physics professor 
Ralf Widenhorn noticed some of the students enrolled in his 
general physics courses-particularly life science majors and those 
on track toward graduate studies in health-related fields-didn’t 
engage deeply with course content.
“I’ve always had large groups of pre-health and life science 
students in my classes,” Widenhorn said. “Over time it became 
clear to me that these students didn’t necessarily see the relevance 
of what we were doing in the classroom to their career paths.”
Widenhorn suspected he wasn’t alone in his observations. Turning 
to the literature on the subject, he found papers and reports 
raising concerns about the relevance of general physics courses 
to students in the life sciences and on pre-health tracks. But why 
all the interest in the matter in the first place? Well, as it turns 
out, pre-health and life science majors make up one of the largest 
cohorts of students enrolling in algebra-based general physics 
courses at universities. That’s because undergraduate health 
science advisors often recommend students take these classes, 
as health professions schools frequently require a demonstrated 
proficiency in the physical sciences before admission. But, as 
Widenhorn noted, many of the students he’s spoken with didn’t 
realize how physics applied to their career goals. Many thought 
of the three-term course as a “weed out” class—a course designed 
to be so challenging as to convince some students to seek out new 
majors with less strenuous scopes of study.
At PSU, there are fourteen pre-health tracks, including medicine, 
dentistry, medical laboratory science, optometry, pharmacy, 
radiation therapy, and veterinary medicine, among others. During 
the 2016–2017 academic year, there were 3,200 PSU students 
declared as pre-health majors who had enrolled in at least one 
term of coursework. Many of those students will need to take 
the one-year, three-course, general physics cycle to continue to 
graduate programs.
“What I’ve found is that there wasn’t a lot of buy-in from students 
coming into the general physics cycle,” Widenhorn said. “Most 
were just there because it was something they had to know if they 
wanted to pass the standardized tests they’ll need to take to get 
into graduate school. So, I began thinking that if I could show 
them how the course materials were relevant to their field of study, 
I might be able to change their level of engagement.”
By Shaun McGillis
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To that end, Widenhorn has received several grants from the 
National Science Foundation (NSF) supporting the development, 
evaluation, and dissemination of innovative approaches to 
teaching general physics to students on pre-health tracks and life 
science majors. Leveraging that support, he’s created a semi-
flipped classroom model where course materials, pre-lecture and 
laboratory activities, group discussions, and guest speakers all 
focus on helping this cohort of students understand how physics is 
not only a subject they’ll need to know to get into graduate school 
but is also relevant to many professionals working in medical 
research and healthcare settings.
In support of that model, Widenhorn, working in collaboration 
with educators, physics and biomedical researchers, education 
researchers, and medical practitioners, has created an 
engaging YouTube video series (www.youtube.com/user/
physicsinbiomedicine) that combines interviews with experts 
in medical fields with images and clips of biomedical devices 
in clinical use. The videos, which cover topics including MRI, 
LASIK, PET, ultrasound imaging, laparoscopy, endoscopy, and 
others, are designed to better prepare students for advanced 
studies and careers. The content helps students establish a 
practical link between topics covered in class and their application 
in the professional world. Widenhorn has also developed a series 
of biomedical physics labs with accompanying learning materials 
that further emphasize the link between physics and the life 
sciences by demonstrating how principles of physics are relevant 
to modern medical technologies and practices. In addition to 
this work, Widenhorn has created a new physics course at PSU, 
Physics in Biomedicine, which is offered during the summer and 
follows upon the introductory physics students learn during the 
one-year general physics cycle. More information is available at 
Widenhorn’s website: http://web.pdx.edu/~ralfw/multimedia.
html.
“We’re not changing the physics students learn in the classroom, 
nor are we making the materials any easier,” Widenhorn said. 
“What we’re doing is developing course materials and curricula 
that connect the principles of physics they’re learning in the 
classroom to their application in medicine.”
While rethinking how to teach general physics in his courses 
here at PSU, Widenhorn has also worked alongside and shared 
ideas with colleagues around the country to address concerns 
that students don’t see the relevance of physics to the life sciences. 
With the support of the NSF and in collaboration with the 
American Association of Physics Teachers and physics faculty 
from colleges and universities around the country, Widenhorn is 
developing the Introductory Physics for the Life Sciences (IPLS) 
Portal, an online, open-source peer-reviewed platform for creating 
and disseminating instructional materials. The IPLS Portal will 
help educators around the country share ideas and contribute to 
the continued improvement of physics education for pre-health 
and life sciences students. And working with PSU’s Office of 
Innovation and Intellectual Property, he is seeking partners 
that can support the broader distribution of some of the award-
winning educational tools he has developed to demonstrate 
principles of physics and their applications in medicine and life 
science research.
“This work is all about our students,” Widenhorn said. “And 
we’ve received positive feedback from our initial evaluations of 
the materials and from students that have taken the courses. We 
want to give our students the best education possible and prepare 
them for success while they’re here and after they’ve left PSU. I 
can see PSU becoming the school of choice for students interested 
in health and medical science fields and a national leader in the 
development of innovative curricular materials for physics courses 
for pre-health students.”
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Building a Better Drought Forecasting Model
A team of researchers at Portland State University has developed a powerful 
new tool for forecasting droughts and drought recovery times.
By Shaun McGillis
In the summer of 2015, much of the American West was in the grip of an unrelenting drought that had persisted for years. Hardest hit was 
California where state officials enacted 
emergency water regulations as wells dried 
up, reservoirs dropped far below capacity, 
farmers fallowed hundreds of thousands 
of acres, and depleted aquifers caused the 
ground to sink.
As with all natural disasters, droughts come 
with a cost. A study from the University of 
California, Davis, estimated the California 
drought of 2015 would cost the state’s 
economy $2.7 billion and 21,000 jobs 
in that year alone. According to a list of 
billion-dollar weather and climate disasters 
published by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 
drought conditions across the West that 
year would incur an estimated cost of $4.7 
billion.
At the peak of the drought in the West, 
while regions of the Central Plains, as 
well as the Southeast and Northeast also 
experienced drought conditions, federal 
agencies including NOAA, the National 
Science Foundation (NSF), and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
began pouring millions into climate-related 
research funding. Some of those funds 
supported projects and studies that aimed 
to advance our understanding, modeling, 
and prediction capabilities and to improve 
decision-making related to drought.
According to Professor Hamid Moradkhani 
of Portland State University’s Civil and 
Environmental Engineering department, 
evidence suggesting that climate 
change and variability are leading to 
more frequent, intense, and prolonged 
droughts has resource managers in the 
US and abroad concerned for the long-
term sustainability of water supplies, 
especially in more arid regions. A water 
resource engineer, Moradkhani noted that 
planning and preparing for droughts are 
critical steps in assuring water resources 
are appropriately managed and allocated 
during dry times. But, as droughts come 
on at a much slower pace than other 
natural disasters, and water managers may 
not necessarily know drought conditions 
are approaching until it’s too late to take 
proactive measures, many rely on drought 
forecasts provided by NOAA’s Climate 
Prediction Center’s Seasonal Drought 
Outlook and the National Drought 
Information System’s (NDIS) Drought 
Early Warning System. While these are 
useful tools for monitoring drought 
conditions, there is considerable room for 
improvements in drought forecasting.
 Over the past several years, Moradkhani 
has received support from organizations 
including NOAA and the NSF to develop 
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more accurate methods and models for 
forecasting future droughts.
For over a decade, Moradkhani has 
made significant contributions to the 
fields of probabilistic seasonal drought 
forecasting and data assimilation, the 
process of incorporating multiple datasets 
such as observations of climate, weather, 
and hydrological data, among other 
factors, into computational models. His 
research and innovations have pushed the 
boundaries of drought forecasting models, 
resulting in more accurate predictions 
over longer periods of time. In two studies 
Moradkhani is currently leading, one 
of which is in collaboration with fellow 
PSU faculty members Karen Karavanic 
(Computer Science) and Dacian Daescu 
(Mathematics and Statistics), those 
innovations are being put to the test.
“There is no such thing as a perfect model 
for forecasting droughts,” Moradkhani 
said. “All models contain uncertainties that 
affect the accuracy of predictions. These 
uncertainties arise for multiple reasons, 
including the imperfect characterization 
of data on precipitation, temperature, 
solar radiation, and other variables used to 
set initial conditions from which models 
operate. Our incomplete knowledge of 
future climate and other factors, such 
as computational errors also introduce 
uncertainties. All of this can throw 
off a model’s ability to make accurate 
predictions. But by using techniques 
of data assimilation like those we’ve 
developed, we can characterize those 
uncertainties, which results in more 
accurate forecasts.”
Implementing state-of-the-art data 
assimilation methods is one approach 
Moradkhani uses to improve the predictive 
capabilities of drought forecasting models. 
Another is to combine dynamic and 
statistical modeling approaches into a 
single powerful framework (many drought 
forecasting models typically use one 
method or the other).
Working with Daescu, who helped 
characterize the predictive model 
uncertainty, and Karavanic, who along 
with research assistants, developed the 
data management and communications 
systems for the high-performance 
computing required by the project, 
Moradkhani, and his research team created 
a drought prediction model to monitor 
and forecast drought conditions across 
the entire state of California. The model 
segments California into a grid of discrete 
geographic cells of roughly 12 km2. For 
each of the cells, the model runs hundreds 
of simulations calculating the likelihood 
and potential severity of drought using 
satellite and in situ data. Those simulations 
then provide the probability of drought 
and drought severity for each cell up to six 
months into the future.
In a similar project, Moradkhani is 
using the same model framework and 
methodologies to monitor and predict 
drought conditions over the entire 
continental US. Like the California study, 
this project involves partitioning the US 
from coast to coast into cells and running 
hundreds of simulations using multiple 
drought predictors to determine the 
likelihood and potential severity of drought 
conditions. According to Moradkhani, 
in tests run to date, the model has 
demonstrated that it can identify instances 
of historical drought that NOAA’s and 
NDIS’s models missed, suggesting that this 
model may be able to predict drought to 
a higher level of accuracy than can those 
others.
Unlike other models currently available to 
water resource managers, scientists, and 
engineers, the model Moradkhani and his 
research team are developing will go a step 
further than calculating the probability of 
drought in a given region of the US. The 
model will also estimate drought recovery 
time, or how long it will take a particular 
area to return to normal conditions 
following a drought. For water resource 
managers, information on recovery time 
could be a critical component of decision-
making, particularly in states with large 
agricultural sectors like California, Oregon, 
and Washington, and in desert regions of 
the Southwest with large populations, such 
as the cities of Phoenix, El Paso, Las Vegas, 
and Albuquerque.
Of course, for the predictions generated 
by the model to be useful, they have to 
be accessible to those who have a role in 
planning for droughts. That is why the 
research team is developing a website to 
host data produced by the model where 
researchers, water resource managers, 
planners, decision-makers, and the public 
will have access to these tools. Used in 
concert with other resources, the PSU 
team’s probabilistic drought forecasting 
model will enable those protecting our 
water resources to take more proactive 
steps toward assuring the sustainability 
of available water as we go forward 
into a future in which the possibility of 
more frequent and intense droughts and 
greater competition for limited supplies 
poses severe risks to populations, the 
economy, agricultural productivity, and the 
environment.
For more on Moradkhani’s research, 
visit his website: https://web.cecs.pdx.
edu/~hamidm/research.html#top
Drought map, summer 2015. Source: United States Drought Monitor
At Portland State University, community engagement is essential 
to how we fulfill our mission to “Let Knowledge Serve.” As our 
partners in the community know, engaging with PSU faculty, 
students, and staff can provide the extra resources needed to 
achieve great things. Take TangiTek LLC, a Portland-based start-
up that develops novel materials for the electronics industry. 
TangiTek recently received a $224,000 Small Business Innovation 
Research (SBIR) grant from the National Science Foundation to 
conduct research and development work on materials that were 
tested and evaluated in labs at PSU.
The collaboration began when TangiTek approached Professor 
Branimir Pejcinovic, Electrical and Computer Engineering 
faculty, requesting assistance with the evaluation and 
characterization of novel electromagnetic radiation absorption 
materials the company had developed. These materials block 
electromagnetic radiation from escaping or entering into 
electronic devices, which is critical to the performance of 
electronics and is also regulated by the federal government. 
Pejcinovic and several students began working on the project, 
which eventually led to the development of a Fall 2016 capstone 
course in which three students, Thanh Le, Tran Ha, and Jeff 
Brown working under the guidance of Pejcinovic conducted 
research and analysis that resulted in TangiTek and Pejcinovic 
preparing the company’s SBIR proposal.
Included in the SBIR award is a $25,000 sub-award to 
PSU. Those funds will support a new round of testing and 
analysis to be carried out by Pejcinovic and students in PSU’s 
Electromagnetics Lab and the Integrated Circuits Design and 
Testing Lab, which Pejcinovic co-directs.
“With this award, we’re focused on addressing the technical 
challenges of successfully scaling and commercializing our 
innovation,” said Robert Doneker, president of TangiTek and 
former PSU faculty member. “We look forward to working with 
Professor Pejcinovic and the students at Portland State University 
to characterize and model our technology.”
Pejcinovic expects the work will result in several master’s theses 
and perhaps a Ph.D. dissertation.
“For our students, this is a great opportunity to gain knowledge, 
experience, and expertise in an area related to our existing work, 
which should expand our research program and grant application 
opportunities,” Pejcinovic said. “I also think this is a great 
example of how PSU serves our community. We can apply our 
knowledge and resources to helping start-up companies succeed 
through close collaborations. Partnerships like this are exactly the 
kind of work the Integrated Circuits Design and Testing Lab was 
created to do.”
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Driving Innovation with Collaboration
With assistance from PSU, local start-up TangiTek moves 
closer to commercializing an innovative new technology.
By Shaun McGillis
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The Portland State University Foundation 
recently received a $300,000 grant from 
the W. M. Keck Foundation to support 
the development of an online electron 
microscopy platform (OEMP) that will 
promote undergraduate nanoscience 
education at PSU and beyond.
According to Zhiqiang (Tony) Chen, the 
project’s principal investigator, research 
associate professor and laboratory 
manager at PSU’s Center for Electron 
Microscopy and Nanofabrication 
(CEMN), the OEMP will dramatically 
improve the training and education of 
undergraduate students in the theory 
and practice of electron microscopy. 
PSU professors Jun Jiao (Mechanical 
and Materials Engineering and Physics) 
and Richard Hugo (Geology), graduate 
student Minh Vu, and undergraduate 
student Devon Butler join Chen on the 
development team. The award is the 
result of a pilot Transmission Electron 
Microscope (TEM) simulator developed 
under Chen’s guidance by graduate 
students Gabriel Eng and Bin Gao and 
undergraduate student Matthew Davis.
This project will help address a projected 
nationwide shortage of nanoscience 
engineers and scientists. The National 
Science Foundation estimates that by 
the year 2020 there could be as many as 
two million new nanoscience jobs on the 
market. There are, however, substantial 
challenges in developing the nanoscience 
workforce, chief among them the limited 
opportunities for training on the critical 
tools of nanoscience and nanotechnology: 
electron microscopes.
Because microscopes like those housed 
at the CEMN and the Collaborative 
Life Sciences Building are in high 
demand from university faculty, graduate 
students, and industry partners, the 
microscopes are not widely available to 
undergraduates. Space in many facilities 
like the CEMN is also limited, making it 
difficult to train more than a few students 
at a time. Furthermore, training is 
intensive, entailing at least sixteen hours 
to cover basic operation and then regular 
practice to develop, hone, and retain 
skills.
The OEMP will circumvent these 
challenges by providing undergraduate 
students resources enabling training 
and practice anywhere with an Internet 
connection and by providing hands-on 
lessons that connect theory to practice.
“Think of it like training on a flight 
simulator for pilots,” Chen said, using a 
keyboard and mouse to manipulate the 
controls of a prototype virtual TEM he 
had brought up on a computer screen. 
“Only, we plan to provide the technology 
and educational materials to train future 
scientists and engineers.”
With a fleet of state-of-the-art 
microscopes, a vast network of public 
and private partnerships, a long history 
of training, community outreach, youth 
education programs, and experienced 
faculty and staff such as Drs. Jiao 
and Chen, Portland State University’s 
CEMN is well suited to build, grow, and 
maintain the online electron microscopy 
training platform.
In this first phase of the project, Chen 
and his team are bringing in a software 
engineer to complete the virtual TEM, 
as well as a suite of interactive training 
modules, which will link microscope 
practice to theoretical principles. Once 
complete, the online electron microscopy 
education platform will become an 
integral part of the CEMN facility. In the 
future, Chen intends to virtualize each 
of CEMN’s advanced instruments so 
that students at PSU, as well as students 
at universities around the world where 
there is either limited or no access to 
these tools, can train on a complete range 
of electron microscopes with a variety 
of sample materials while accessing 
educational tutorials to guide their 
learning.
In short time, the online electron 
microscopy platform will take its 
place among the many other tools 
and programs at PSU that support the 
training and education of the STEM 
workforce of tomorrow.
Developing Innovative Tools to 
Educate Future Nanoscientists
With support from the W. M. Keck Foundation, PSU researchers 
will develop an online electron microscopy platform to promote 
undergraduate nanoscience education.
By Shaun McGillis
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As Haley Irving, a graduate student in the Chemistry department 
at Portland State University, explains, working in the lab is a bit like 
trying to create the perfect cocktail: you have to try out different 
ingredients in different proportions until you get your recipe 
just right. In Irving’s case, that means using a computer to mix a 
virtual cocktail of water-soluble dyes and other chemicals to create 
innovative photocatalytic compounds.
Irving is a first-year Ph.D. student working under the direction of 
Dr. Theresa McCormick. In the McCormick lab, Irving and fellow 
scientists-in-training combine computational analysis and modeling 
with experimentation in search of new photocatalytic technologies 
for energy storage and organic transformations that will reduce our 
reliance on carbon-based energy and decrease the production of 
toxic waste in industrial chemical processes.
Irving’s role in the lab is to build, test, and modify virtual molecules 
of potential candidates for bench experimentation. By using 
computer modeling and analysis, Irving probes ways to manipulate 
and alter the aqueous dyes that form the basis for the photocatalysts 
Dr. McCormick develops. It’s work, Irving says, that saves valuable 
time and resources by winnowing out unviable compound 
candidates and allowing the research team to quickly move viable 
dyes from the digital test bench to the real one. Irving’s analysis is 
critical to identifying which virtual recipes for photocatalysts best 
suit their design purposes, whether those be converting energy from 
the sun to be used in fuel cells, or generating hydrogen peroxide as a 
solar fuel or industrially-relevant product.
“The goal of this research is to investigate the unique photophysical 
properties of these dyes,” Irving said. “As a part of that, I’m using 
computer modeling and analysis to explore the various ways we can 
alter the chemistry of the dyes to optimize the output of the system 
we want to apply them to and better maintain the catalytic cycles 
over their lifetime.”
At PSU’s Student Research Symposium earlier this year, Irving 
explained a facet of this research, noting that the project involved 
the characterization of a dye containing the photoreactive 
chemical element, tellurium. Irving’s analysis showed that the 
particular photocatalytic dye she was working with was able to 
catalyze chemical reactions and simultaneously regenerate as a 
result of the reaction. Later testing in the lab supported these 
findings.
So, why are these finding important? Well, as Irving explained, 
the task this particular molecule performs is typical in industrial 
chemical processes. In the chemical industry, however, current 
practices are energy intensive and can require highly toxic 
chemicals to initiate reactions or regenerate the catalysts. The 
tellurium-containing dye Irving worked with performed a similar 
task with no more than the application of light and restored itself 
using chemical elements at hand, meaning there is at least the 
potential that this compound could spur innovations that one day 
could clean up industrial chemical manufacturing processes.
For Irving, whose passion is renewable energy research, the work 
is about searching for the perfect cocktail of chemical ingredients 
that results in molecules which can contribute to innovations in 
clean energy and green industrial processes.
Given that energy production and industrial activities accounted 
for fully half of the 6,587 million metric tons of US greenhouse 
gas emissions in 2015-doubling the output of transportation, 
agriculture, commercial, and residential emissions combined, 
according to the Environmental Protection Agency-Irving’s 
contributions, as well as the contributions of fellow scientists 
working with Dr. McCormick, will inform the steps society takes 
as countries, cities, states, companies, and individuals across the 
nation and the world continue to make commitments and take 
action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Transforming Virtual Molecules 
into Green Solutions
By Shaun McGillis
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Portland State University graduate student Tia Cody is combing 
through a 234,000-acre swath of the southern Willamette Valley 
in search of mounds. For Cody, whose advisor is anthropology 
professor Shelby Anderson, the project is the focus of her 
thesis research. Working in collaboration with members of the 
Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde, Cody is developing high-tech 
tools to locate archaeological sites in an area in which bands of the 
Kalapuyan people once lived.
According to Cody, there are fewer than thirty adequately recorded 
mounds within the survey area, and yet, there are thought to exist 
as many as four hundred. The mounds, which may have been places 
of habitation, refuse deposits, or even burial sites, are of cultural 
and historical significance to members of the Confederated Tribes 
of Grand Ronde, some of whom are descendants of the Kalapuya 
people.
Locating potential archaeological sites within the Calapooia 
watershed, however, presents some challenges. For one, the area 
Cody is exploring, at 234,000 acres, is far too large for a typical 
archaeological survey. The terrain varies from farmland and 
floodplain in the west to coniferous forests and rugged mountains in 
the east. Further complicating the search for these elusive mounds 
is the fact that the vast majority of the land in the watershed (94%) 
is privately owned and may not be accessible to archaeologists 
deploying traditional survey methods.
To overcome some of these challenges, the Confederated Tribes of 
Grand Ronde proposed using a set of tools gaining traction among 
some in the archaeological community. They shared their proposal 
with Anderson and Cody, who agreed to take on the project as the 
focus of Cody’s thesis research. Using LiDAR (Light Detection and 
Ranging) data obtained from the Oregon Department of Geology 
and Mineral Industries, remotely sensed infrared imagery, and aerial 
photography combined with a Geographic Information System 
(GIS) interface, Cody began developing a generalizable model 
that, if successful, will enable the use of computational analysis 
to identify mound sites within the watershed. Various iterations 
of the model utilized analysis of aerial photography and infrared 
imagery to search for the mounds but provided inconsistent results. 
Turning to the LiDAR data, Cody was able to analyze the shape 
and slope of known mounds and optimize the model to search for 
similar forms and features within the dataset. When tested with the 
LiDAR data, the model was able to identify roughly 40% of the 
previously known mounds in the survey area. By further exploiting 
the data and manipulating the model’s parameters, Cody thinks she 
can improve upon those results, which could significantly increase 
the chances of discovering new mounds within the Calapooia 
watershed.
In the next phase of the work, Cody plans to flip the LiDAR data 
on its head, rendering an inverted topological map of the watershed 
in which features such as mountains, hills, and even mounds 
become sinks. By adjusting the model to search for depressions with 
characteristics similar to known mounds, Cody hopes to improve its 
ability to identify both known and unknown archaeological sites.
“If the model succeeds,” Cody said. “We might be able to identify 
locations where we can say, ‘There’s a strong chance this site is 
of cultural and historical significance.’ And because the model is 
generalizable, it could prove useful in the search for archaeological 
sites in other locations that have been scanned using LiDAR.”
Combining LiDAR data and computer modeling into a tool for 
conducting archaeological surveys is an innovative practice, and 
is one that is gaining traction at sites in Italy and across Central 
America. While it is still catching on in the US, Cody thinks it 
could have a significant impact on how archaeologists search for 
clues about the cultures and civilizations of people who came before 
us. Cody plans to present the work to members of the Confederated 
Tribes of Grand Ronde and provide them with the tools she’s 
developed. If successful, the model could help other archaeologists 
and members of the tribe identify and preserve culturally and 
historically significant sites across the southern Willamette Valley.
A High-Tech Search for Archaeological 
Sites in the Southern Willamette Valley
By Shaun McGillis
The South Santiam River and its multiple lateral and historic channels 
in Linn County, Oregon. Lidar imagery and graphic design by Daniel 
Coe. Image courtesy the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral 
Industries.
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Mapping the Memory Molecule
Memory is critical to how we learn, form identities, and interact with others and the world around us. It is 
essential to the functions we perform in 
our everyday lives. And, yet, despite well 
over a century of investigations in various 
fields of scientific inquiry, we still have 
much to learn about what memory is and 
how it works.
Over the past decades, innovations in 
science and technology have allowed 
investigators to begin exploring the 
physiological processes involved in memory 
formation, learning, and cognition at 
both the cellular and intracellular levels. 
Neuroscience has shown how synapses 
connecting neurons in the brain can 
change, becoming stronger or weaker 
in response to chemical signals released 
during activities that require higher or 
lower levels of cognitive function and thus 
increasing or decreasing activity between 
neurotransmitters and receivers. This 
“synaptic plasticity” comes in multiple 
forms, including long-term potentiation 
(LTP)—the increase in synaptic strength 
that makes it easier for neurons to 
communicate with one another-and long-
term depression (LTD)—the weakening of 
synaptic strength, which has the opposite 
effect. These changes occur as a result of 
exposure to high- and low-frequency bursts 
of calcium ions, respectively, and are widely 
thought to be involved in neurochemical 
processes that occur during learning and 
memory formation.
Portland State University assistant 
professor of chemistry, Steve Reichow was 
recently awarded a three-year, $225,000 
grant from the Whitehall Foundation 
to study the molecular mechanisms of 
the Ca2+/Calmodulin-dependent protein 
kinase II (CaMKII) a isoform, a cell-
signaling complex that plays a vital role 
in regulating synaptic plasticity. Reichow 
and his research team specialize in using 
the tools of electron cryomicroscopy 
(Cryo-EM). Cryo-EM requires cooling 
biological samples with liquid nitrogen. 
At such temperatures, scientists can 
study the structure of individual proteins 
in their native environments under the 
microscope. The images of near-atomic 
scale molecules acquired using these 
methods and tools allow Reichow to study 
Assistant Professor Steve Reichow was recently awarded a three-year grant from the Whitehall Foundation to 
study the structure of a molecule thought to be critical to memory formation, learning, and cognition.
By Shaun McGillis
Assistant Professor Steve Reichow and graduate student 
Janette Meyers in Reichow’s lab in the Collaborative Life 
Sciences Building
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proteins such as CaMKII, characterizing 
their compositions, determining their 
molecular architectures, and examining 
the relationships between the complex 
structures that give them their distinct 
shapes and enable them to perform tasks 
essential to life.
As Reichow explained, the CaMKII 
protein is a complex molecule with a 
distinctive architecture that operates within 
neurons and is responsible for transmitting 
the calcium ion signals that trigger LTP 
and LTD (synaptic plasticity), making 
connections between synapses either 
stronger or weaker. CaMKII can decode 
various conditions of high-frequency 
calcium signals, and then deliver these 
messages to initiate the mechanism LTP. 
Alternatively, when CaMKII detects low 
levels of calcium input from the synapse, 
it sends the required signals to activate 
LTD. This particular protein also has a 
kind of molecular memory in that, after 
it has become activated with high or 
low levels of calcium, it remembers this 
message so that it can complete the task 
of letting neurons know whether they 
should be transmitting stronger or weaker 
signals between synapses without further 
input from neurotransmitters. It wasn’t too 
long ago that the structure of this protein 
wasn’t understood. Reichow’s recent work, 
however, gave shape to the structure of 
this important protein, which opened the 
door for investigators to ask: How is the 
architecture of the CaMKII protein related 
to its ability to complete these complicated 
tasks?
“X-ray crystallography is the typical 
way of studying protein structures like 
this,” Reichow said, pulling up a three-
dimensional model of the CaMKII protein 
on his computer screen. “But, for that to 
work, you have to have a relatively stable 
molecule. Others have tried using that 
technique and found that this particular 
protein wasn’t amenable to those methods, 
presumably because it wasn’t stable enough, 
which hinted at its complex behaviors.”
The CaMKII molecule, Reichow noted, has 
to move around within a cell. It also has to 
chemically-modify itself to get its job done. 
“Its complex structure makes it difficult to 
crystallize,” he said, “which is why electron 
cryomicroscopy seemed ideally suited for 
studying it.”
A paper recently published in Nature 
Communications details how Reichow 
and his team were able to use the tools of 
electron cryomicroscopy to take pictures 
of the CaMKII protein in its natural 
environment and use computational 
image rendering to elucidate the protein’s 
structure in an inactive (basal) state. 
That study, as is his current work, was 
done in collaboration with Dr. Ulli 
Bayer, a professor of pharmacology at 
the University of Colorado’s School of 
Medicine.
“By taking a closer look at the structure 
of CaMKII, we can start asking how it is 
that it does all of the work it needs to do,” 
Reichow said. “So, how does it know the 
difference between high-frequency and 
low-frequency calcium streams? How does 
this molecular memory work? That’s the 
beauty of the techniques we use in the lab. 
We’re able to characterize proteins like this 
at the atomic-level. We’re able to show that 
there’s a lot of flexibility between its central 
hub and the star-like halo of twelve outer 
domains connected to it. And we believe 
that this molecular flexibility is why it can 
respond in different ways to different types 
of cell stimulus.”
With funding from the Whitehall 
Foundation, Reichow and his team are 
going back to the microscope to get images 
of the CaMKII protein in its active states 
under high- and low-frequency impulses of 
calcium ions. By stimulating their sample 
cells with calcium, they hope to capture 
the protein activation process and gain 
new insights into how the plasticity of 
this particular molecule enables synaptic 
plasticity.
The structural and mechanical 
characterization of the CaMKII protein 
could contribute significantly to our 
understanding of the neurochemical 
processes underlying learning, memory, 
cognition, and even neurological diseases 
such as Alzheimer’s, depression, and 
schizophrenia. That knowledge, in turn, 
could spur further discoveries in labs like 
Bayer’s where researchers studying higher 
brain functions hope to one day unlock the 
secrets of neurological disorders associated 
with abnormal synaptic plasticity.
A Model of the CaMKII protein developed by Dr. Reichow
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Climate Change and Wildfires Could Reshape 
Boreal Forests and Offset Carbon Cycling
Research Assistant Professor Dr. Melissa Lucash recently received a 
$1.4M grant from the National Science Foundation to study relationships 
between wildfires, climate change, Alaskan forests, and carbon cycling.
By Shaun McGillis
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Portland State University recently received a $1.4 million grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) in support of a study led by PSU research assistant professor Melissa Lucash (Geography). The study will improve our understanding of how climate change and repeated exposure to wildfires could affect vegetation, 
permafrost, and the vast stores of carbon within the boreal forests of Alaska.
Dominated by spruce, the boreal forests of the Alaskan interior cover millions of acres and 
have remained relatively unchanged with regards to species composition and biogeochemical 
processes for roughly 6,000 years. While these frigid, northern forests comprise just 18% of 
the total land area of the US, they contain more than half of the country’s forest carbon, with 
much of that stored belowground. However, threatened by repeated wildfires burning the same 
tracts of land at intervals more frequent than the forests can cope with, the long-term stability 
of this resource is at risk. Add to that the effects of climate change, which could result in 
temperatures in the region rising anywhere between 2–8˚C by the end of the century, and there 
is the possibility that the landscape could experience dramatic changes and a disruption of the 
region’s ability to absorb and store carbon.
Historically, intervals between wildfires were often long enough (multiple decades or even 
centuries) for the spruce forests to regenerate, but that pattern changed in the late twentieth 
century with some areas experiencing burns every four to ten years. The increasing frequency 
of fires, according to Lucash, a forest ecologist, could result in shifts in species composition 
in those areas hardest hit. Depending on the outcomes, those changes in fire periodicity and 
species composition could impact carbon cycling to varying degrees. If spruce forests give 
way to hardwood forests, for example, there would likely be an increase in the forests’ ability 
to store carbon. But if repeated wildfires prevent hardwoods from repopulating and grasses 
become the dominant species in the region, that shift, then, could cause a profound weakening 
of carbon sink strength. Determining what factors lead to “tipping points” for one vegetation 
type or another and the effects of those shifts on carbon cycling aboveground and belowground 
in relation to a warming climate is at the core of Lucash’s NSF-funded study.
“The idea is that, with repeated wildfires, the conifers may be unable to repopulate the forest,” 
Lucash said, “and then there is a shift to hardwoods. Eventually, if the same areas continue to 
experience wildfires, there could be a shift from hardwood forests to a landscape dominated 
by grasses. The goal of this study is to gain a better understanding of what causes these tipping 
points and where they occur, and to quantify the potential changes to carbon sinks, stocks, and 
vegetation in boreal forests due to climate change and repeated wildfires.”
The study combines fieldwork in areas of the Alaskan interior that have experienced single 
and multiple burning events over the past several decades with spatial modeling that will 
allow the research team to simulate changes in the forest over time and under various climate 
change scenarios. Experts in landscape and disturbance ecology, permafrost, hydrology, 
and biogeochemistry from universities in Alaska, Florida, Idaho, and North Carolina have 
joined Lucash on the research team. The study also provides field research opportunities for 
Native American high school students from the Rural Alaska Honors Institute and supports a 
partnership with Your World Rocks, a nonprofit organization of scientists and engineers that 
does creative and interactive class presentations in Oregon elementary schools at no cost.
“Spruce has been the dominant species in these Alaskan Forests for thousands of years,” Lucash 
said, “but, in a matter of decades, under pressure from repeated wildfires, we’re starting to 
see that dominance waiver. We need a better understanding of when and where these forests 
will reach their tipping points and what species will move in. It’s likely we’ll see hardwoods 
or grasses replacing spruces, with hardwoods taking up more carbon and grasses taking up 
less. Regardless, these changes in species composition and warming temperatures will have 
implications for carbon cycling. The boreal forests are a huge storehouse of carbon, and even 
small changes in carbon stocks and rates of uptake can have a big impact on the global carbon 
cycle.”
Image: The clouds that cover parts of Alaska to the west are tinged with brown as the smoke rises 
and mixes with the clouds. The red areas are wildfires. NASA image courtesy Jeff Schmaltz, MODIS 
Rapid Response Team. Image credit: NASA/Goddard, Lynn Jenner
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Portland State University president Rahmat 
Shoureshi recently appointed Professor 
Jennifer Dill as interim Vice President for 
Research overseeing research activity across 
the university. 
Dr. Dill is a professor in the Nohad A. 
Toulan School of Urban Studies and 
Planning and director the Transportation 
Research and Education Center and 
National Institute for Transportation and 
Communities. 
Shoureshi praised Dill as an outstanding 
faculty leader and innovator with a long 
record of research and scholarship in the 
intersection of transportation, the urban 
environment, and health. 
“One of my primary goals is to build our 
research enterprise at PSU, and Jennifer 
has proven her ability to accomplish 
this through her outstanding work,” the 
president said. “Her influential research in 
transportation has been a shining example 
of how PSU is shaping not only our city but 
urban centers across the nation.”
Dill’s national transportation center has 
drawn more than $29 million in federal 
funding for a wide array of research projects 
focused on topics including bicycling, 
walking, and transit.
“I’m excited about the opportunity to 
work across campus to strengthen PSU’s 
research portfolio,” Dill said. “PSU has a 
deep history of multidisciplinary, engaged 
research that has a real impact on people’s 
lives, communities, and the environment 
at all scales. I look forward to working with 
faculty and students to learn how to help 
them succeed even more.”
Dill has been at Portland State since 2001. 
She holds a Ph.D. in City and Regional 
Planning from UC Berkeley, a master’s 
in Urban Planning from UCLA, and a 
bachelor’s in Environmental Policy Analysis 
and Planning from UC Davis. 
She will serve in the interim role while the 
university conducts a national search for a 
permanent research vice president. President 
Shoureshi also thanked Dr. Kevin Reynolds 
for serving dual roles as vice president for 
Finance and Administration and Research 
until an interim vice president was selected.
Professor Jennifer Dill
Professor Jennifer Dill to Oversee Research at PSU as Interim VP
By Christopher Broderick
PSU Study Tracks Species Spread from Tsunami to American Shores
By John Kirkland
Nearly three hundred aquatic species have 
landed on American shores since the 2011 
Japanese tsunami. The invaders arrive by 
hitching rides on floating debris, according 
to a team of researchers from Portland State 
University and other institutions. 
The team published their findings in the 
September 29th issue of the journal Science.
The tsunami offered the research team a rare 
opportunity to observe the phenomenon, 
which until this point was rarely studied or 
quantified. 
The 2011 tsunami from a 9.0 magnitude 
earthquake off the coast of Japan caused 
millions of objects, ranging in size from 
small plastic fragments to fishing vessels and 
large docks, to be carried out to sea. The 
debris was picked up by marine currents, 
and much of it landed in places such as 
Hawaii, Alaska, the Pacific Northwest and 
Northern California. The landings occurred 
throughout a five-year period studied 
by scientists from the joint PSU-SERC 
(Smithsonian Environmental Research 
Center) Aquatic Bioinvasions Research 
and Policy Institute, one of seven entities 
involved in the study.
“Some of the species-including Japanese sea 
stars, shore crabs, and barnacles-are known 
to be invasive in other parts of the world, 
but until this point had never reached the 
West Coast of the United States,” said PSU-
SERC researcher Brian Steves. 
Invasive species have the power to multiply 
quickly, take over the habitats of native 
species and cause environmental damage.
“This event provided the opportunity to 
track and evaluate the fate (destination and 
species composition) of the biologically rich 
debris field over multiple years from a single 
known time and place of origin,” the article 
states.
The researchers said they were surprised that 
living species from Japan are continuing to 
arrive on the West Coast after six years at 
sea. One reason, they said, is the prevalence 
of plastics, which do not biodegrade and can 
persist in the oceans for decades, providing a 
secure vehicle for mollusks, crustaceans and 
other life.
“As humans continue to place more plastic 
objects along the coasts and into the oceans, 
the potential for rafting events like this also 
increases,” Steves said
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The skillful coupling of chemistry and art by Portland State 
University professor Tami Lasseter Clare has helped save valuable 
pieces of artwork from being lost to peeling, flaking, fading, and 
cracking.
Clare’s use of cutting-edge conservation science to preserve fine 
art recently led to a $1 million grant from The Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation to establish the Pacific Northwestern Consortium for 
the Science of Cultural Heritage Conservation at PSU, the first and 
only art conservation science lab in the region.
The consortium will give five major regional museums in the 
Northwest access to conservation science for scholarly and 
educational purposes. The Mellon grant will expand the analytical 
capability of the lab that will help both conservation scientists 
and conservators diagnose, analyze, and treat artwork to minimize 
degradation and to learn more about artists’ methods and materials 
used in creating works. 
“With this generous grant support from the Mellon Foundation, 
Portland State and other members of the consortium will now 
have new tools to conserve the Pacific Northwest’s deep and rich 
art collection,” said Clare, an associate professor of chemistry 
at Portland State. Clare was part of the team that studied the 
structural integrity and aesthetics of a Han Chinese Dynasty 
Money Tree piece at the Portland Art Museum in 2009.
Conservation projects will focus on Asian and Native American 
works, as these are areas of strength in Pacific Northwest regional 
collections. There are plans to expand the scope of projects to 
include modern art. 
“The Pacific Northwest region has been historically underserved 
in conservation capacity relative to its impressive selection of 
museums. The growth in both expertise and sophistication 
around collections care in the region now necessitates access to 
scientific and analytical services that can adequately support more 
advanced conservation approaches,” said Alison Gilchrest, Mellon 
Foundation program officer. “Via PSU, Dr. Clare can catalyze 
collaborative, path-breaking research in the region’s museum 
sector.”
The consortium will convene an annual forum where conservators, 
scientists, and curators will share project results and brainstorm 
ideas for future work. The project will also produce educational 
materials for a variety of groups, including public school students, 
to enhance their science, technology, engineering, art, and 
mathematics (STEAM) education.
The five initial consortium partners will be Seattle Art Museum, 
Portland Art Museum, University of Washington Libraries, Jordan 
Schnitzer Museum of Art at the University of Oregon, and Alaska 
State Museum.
PSU Receives $1M Grant to Use Science to Study and Conserve Artwork
By Kurt Bedell
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NASA has awarded a four-year, $283,000 grant to Portland State 
University engineering professor Ed Zaron to continue his research 
on tides and sub-surface ocean waves using satellite data. The work 
is particularly important to climate scientists in their efforts to 
measure sea level rise, a significant symptom of global warming. 
This award is the latest in a series of NASA grants awarded to 
Zaron, who has specialized in this field of study for the last 
fifteen years. His work is part of a multinational effort to observe 
the world’s oceans from space. Zaron said satellites orbiting at 
an altitude of 1,500 km could detect minute tidal changes and 
variations in ocean volume much more accurately than is possible 
for observers on Earth.
Zaron’s role will be data analysis. His work is vital to climate 
scientists because it provides data that can be factored out from a 
wide array of other planetary measurements, bringing information 
linked to global warming into sharper focus.
Zaron said the grant comes at a time when the newest satellites are 
providing unprecedentedly accurate information. In the future the 
data may enable scientists to forecast ocean conditions in a way 
that could help shipping companies plan their routes, he said.
By John Kirkland
Portland State University researchers studying centuries-old trees in 
the Andes in South America have found a tight correlation between 
wildfires and a warm weather fluctuation that has become more 
frequent in recent decades and will only increase in frequency as the 
climate warms.
PSU geography professor Andrés Holz and his research team first 
discovered the correlation in 2011. Since then, the group fine-
tuned and expanded the geographic scope of their discovery by studying 1,767 fire-scarred trees from ninety-seven South American sites, 
encompassing multiple ecosystems. It is the most extensive network of fire-scarred trees outside the United States. Some of the trees 
dated back to 990 CE, which gave the researchers a year-by-year, decade-by-decade view of fire activity.
It also provided a living record of how the fires corresponded with the weather fluctuation. A climate oscillation called the Southern 
Annular Mode (SAM), a change in westerly wind patterns throughout the Southern Hemisphere triggered the warm, dry weather. 
“Going all the way back to 1665, we found wildfire activity increasingly favored the warm phases of the Southern Annular Mode,” Holz 
said. 
He said SAM-related wildfires became more frequent in the twentieth century. Holz noted climate-modeling studies show the trend will 
accelerate in the twenty-first century due to an increase in greenhouse gases, setting the stage for more frequent wildfires. 
They recently published their newest findings in PNAS, the journal of the National Academy of Sciences. 
By John Kirkland
Portland State NASA Grant Furthers 
Satellite Ocean Research
Portland State Research in Ancient 
Forests Shows Link Between Climate 
Change and Wildfires
Artist's concept of the U.S./European Jason-3 spacecraft over the 
California coast. Jason-3 will precisely measure the height of the ocean 
surface, allowing scientists to monitor ocean circulation and sea level and 
enabling more accurate weather, ocean and, climate forecasts. Credit: 
NASA/JPL-Caltech
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Portland State researchers have launched a new website 
that pinpoints trees in Portland and connects them 
with historical events, family memories, urban legends, 
and more. Anyone can contribute stories on the site at 
CanopyStory.org.
PSU professors Catherine McNeur and Vivek Shandas say 
the Canopy Story project could help preserve Portland’s 
biggest and oldest trees.
“We’re inviting Portlanders to share their memories and 
experiences of local trees,” said McNeur, an associate 
professor of environmental history and fellow of PSU's 
Institute for Sustainable Solutions. “In doing so, they’ll 
contribute to a public record that demonstrates the value 
residents place on trees in our city.”
Urban planning professor Shandas has linked urban trees 
to health risks during heat waves: areas of cities that have 
fewer trees are more likely to experience extreme heat 
fluctuations, posing deadly threats to people who live and 
work there.
“Trees provide real, tangible benefits for our community,” 
Shandas said. “Some of those benefits can be measured 
with numbers and charts, while others are more anecdotal. 
Canopy Story aims to broaden our understanding of what 
trees contribute to our urban communities.”
PSU students in McNeur’s history class last spring 
used modern technology to tell stories about several 
of Portland’s Heritage Trees—trees that are formally 
recognized and protected by the city due to their unique 
size, age, or historical or horticultural significance. Once a 
Heritage Tree is designated, it cannot be removed without 
the consent of the Urban Forestry Commission and the 
Portland City Council.
The students produced podcasts about notable trees, 
planted Geocaches, and contributed to CanopyStory.
org. Their stories include a 300-year-old Douglas fir saved 
from destruction with the help of dairy cows, a madrone 
transplanted from the Olympic Peninsula by a child in 
1957, and a white oak that provides wildlife habitat in the 
Johnson Creek Floodplain.
Contribute your own story at CanopyStory.org.
Canopy Story receives support from PSU's Institute for 
Sustainable Solutions and the US Forest Service. The 
website was created by PSU urban planning professor 
Vivek Shandas with the help of urban studies graduate 
student Jackson Voelkel and history professor Catherine 
McNeur.
Portland’s History Told 
Through its Trees
By Laura Gleim
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Portland State University researchers and 
the National Science Foundation (NSF) 
have publicly released high-resolution maps 
of the McMurdo Dry Valleys, a globally 
unique Antarctic polar desert.
The PSU scientists led a team of researchers 
supported by the NSF to map the area 
using LiDAR technology. LiDAR, which 
stands for Light Detection and Ranging, is 
a remote sensing method that uses pulsed 
laser beams to measure the Earth’s surface 
and make precision elevation maps.
The maps produced by the team cover 
3,564 km2 of the McMurdo Dry Valleys 
and allow researchers to compare the 
present-day conditions with aerial surveys 
conducted almost thirteen years ago.
The data, collected by aerial survey 
missions flown in the Southern 
Hemisphere summers of 2014 and 
2015, provides detailed imagery of the 
perpetually ice-free region, where changes, 
such as rapid erosion along some streams, 
have been observed in recent years.
“The project will help us assess what parts 
of the landscape are vulnerable to climate 
warming,” said lead researcher and PSU 
geologist Andrew Fountain. “We've seen 
dramatic changes in the topography due to 
sub-surface ice melt. Overall, the glaciers 
have thinned by several feet. These are 
examples of what will happen if the region 
warms in the future as the models predict,” 
he said.
The Portland State team and the National 
Center for Airborne Laser Mapping carried 
out the mapping aboard a Twin Otter 
aircraft during an eight-week field season, 
beginning in December of 2015.
The McMurdo Dry Valleys are interesting 
to a wide range of scientists from biologists 
to geologists to glaciologists. For instance, 
the valleys are, for example, one of the few 
places on the massive continent—which is 
the size of the U.S. and Mexico combined—
where bedrock is exposed, allowing 
geologists to reconstruct the continent’s 
geological history.
The region also is home to one of NSF’s 
Long-Term Ecological Research sites, 
which support studies of its unique habitat, 
dominated by microbial life, both in the 
soil and in unique ecosystems under at least 
one of its glaciers and in several of its highly 
salty lakes.
The area also is one of the few regions on 
Earth that most closely resembles the surface 
of Mars. NASA has conducted studies 
there to look at how microbial life survives 
in such a harsh environment, giving them 
insight into what they may find on Mars.
Evidence of past glacial advance and retreat 
is also more readily observed in the Dry 
Valleys, which provides a window into the 
past behavior of the vast Antarctic ice sheets, 
the activity of which can influence global 
sea levels.
The LiDAR maps are publicly available 
on two NSF-funded facilities: Open 
Topography, www.opentopography.org, and 
the Polar Geospatial Center, www.pgc.umn.
edu.
Images: Upper left: LiDAR-derived digital 
surface model (DSM) hillshade of McMurdo 
Sound and Station from the 2014–2015 NSF 
LiDAR dataset. Lower-left: Canada Glacier in 
McMurdo Dry Valleys. Image: David Haney
Portland State Laser Mapping Project Shows 
Landscape Changes in Antarctica
By John Kirkland
SweetSense, Inc., a Portland State 
University spin-off company that helps 
bring clean drinking water to rural areas in 
developing countries, has been awarded the 
second phase of a nearly $1million grant 
from the National Science Foundation 
(NSF).
The grant will help pay for technology 
improvements that will predict problems 
and trigger preemptive fixes in the way 
water is delivered in countries such as 
Rwanda, Kenya, Ethiopia, and Bangladesh.
SweetSense uses electronic sensors that 
connect with cellular and satellite networks 
and Internet databases-part of the Internet 
of Things-to identify broken water delivery 
systems and dispatch delivery teams to fix 
them. 
For example, in 2014 it installed about 200 
sensors in rural water pumps in Rwanda. 
“Before installing the sensors, about 44% of 
the area’s pumps were broken at any given 
time, and it took an average of about seven 
months to get a pump repaired,” said CEO 
Evan Thomas, Portland State engineering 
professor and a founder of SweetSense. 
“After the sensors were in place, the repair 
interval was reduced to just twenty-six days. 
Consequently, broken pumps only account 
for 9% of the total at a time. We’re now 
working to achieve 100% uptime.” 
SweetSense has deployed more than 1,000 
sensors in fifteen countries. They’re being 
used on water pumps, water filters, and 
latrines to measure use and performance. 
They’re also used to monitor the emissions 
from high-efficiency cookstoves installed in 
developing communities.
“There’s been a rapid, explosive growth 
in access to cellular data in developing 
countries, while access to water and 
sanitation is essentially flat-lined. This grant 
gives us an opportunity to leverage cellular 
and satellite data to help deliver these 
critical health services,” Thomas said.
In addition to the NSF award, SweetSense 
is in the midst of raising $2 million in 
investments to be able to expand and 
improve, with a goal of reaching more than 
50 million people in the next five years. 
Image: Associate Professor Evan Thomas
Portland State Spin-off Receives Grant to Improve 
Drinking Water Delivery in Developing Countries By John Kirkland
Researchers at Portland State University 
found benzene and other potentially cancer-
causing chemicals in the vapor produced by 
butane hash oil, a cannabis extract. 
Their study raises health concerns about 
dabbing, or vaporizing hash oil, a practice 
that is growing in popularity, especially 
in states that have legalized medical or 
recreational marijuana.
Dabbing is already controversial. The 
practice consists of placing a small amount 
of cannabis extract-a dab-on a heated 
surface and inhaling the resulting vapor. 
The practice has raised concerns because 
it produces extremely high levels of 
cannabinoids, the primary psychoactive 
elements of marijuana. 
“Given the widespread legalization of 
marijuana in the USA, it is imperative to 
study the full toxicology of its consumption 
to guide future policy,” said Rob Strongin, 
a Portland State professor who led the 
study. “The results of these studies indicate 
that dabbing, while considered a form of 
vaporization, may, in fact, deliver significant 
amounts of toxins.”
Strongin and his team analyzed the chemical 
profile of terpenes-the fragrant oils in 
marijuana and other plants-by vaporizing 
them in much the same way that a user 
would vaporize hash oil. 
The dabbing experiments produced 
benzene-a known carcinogen-at levels 
many times higher than the ambient air, 
Strongin said. It also generated significant 
concentrations of the toxic chemical 
methacrolein.
The team published their findings in the 
September 22nd issue of ACS Omega, a 
journal of the American Chemical Society.
By John Kirkland
Portland State Study 
Links Cancerous Toxins 
to Cannabis Extract
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Research Snapshot Fiscal Year 2017
FY 2017
FY 2016
FY 2015
FY 2014
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
$23.2M
$7.7M
$26.3M
$7.3M
$64.5M
$26.7M
$14.4M
$9.5M
$14.1M
$64.7M
$29M
$18.2M
$15.8M
$9.3M
$72.3M
$24.7M
$9.9M
$5.0M
$10.4M
$50M
FY2017
FY2016
FY2015
FY2014
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
120
159
167
175
136
150
151
612
138
149
185
592
139
169
179
646
159
151
191
668
Awards by Quarter Proposals by Quarter
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Research Snapshot Q3/Q4 FY2017 Data by College
Awards Received Q3
Proposals Submitted Q3
Expenditures Q3
SSW
$1.47M
CLAS
$1.54M
MCECS
$780K
CUPA
$266K
Other
$601K
UCI
$190K
GSE
$101K
SPH
$21K
SSW
9
CLAS
63
MCECS
39
CUPA
18
Other
3 UCI
8
GSE
2
SPH
7
SB
1
SSW
$3.73M CLAS$3.8M
MCECS
$1.35M
CUPA
$820K
Other
$759K
UCI
$1.3M
GSE
$1.55M
SPH
$536K
SB
$75K
COTA
$99K
Awards Received Q4
Proposals Submitted Q4
Expenditures Q4
SSW
$3M
CLAS
$4M
MCECS
$1.74
CUPA
$851K
UCI
$289K
GSE
$100K
SPH
$230K
SB
$119K
SSW
17
CLAS
62
MCECS
24
CUPA
13
UCI
2
GSE
8
SPH
14
SB
1
COTA
5
Other
5
SSW
$4.13M
CLAS
$3.6M
MCECS
$1.3M
CUPA
$960K
UCI
$1.7M
GSE
$1.6M
SPH
$589K SB
$102K
COTA
$94K
Other
$917K
Other
$5K
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